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PRECISION IN EVERY ACRE
SOUND TECHNOLOGY

Compatible with most popular 
pneumatic fertiliizer spreaders

Machine Compatability

REDUCE OPERATOR STRESS
Ensure accurate distribution of products across your floater 
and increase your e�iciency by not having to visually detect 
flow issues so you can improve the e�ectiveness of the 
applicator.

ELIMINATE MISAPPLICATION CLAIMS 
Reduce the risk of misapplied product and customer 
complaints with reliable blockage monitoring. A blocked 
run can cost thousands of dollars in claims. 

TRUSTED TECHNOLOGY, PROVEN PERFORMANCE
Monitor machine performance to ensure optimal 
application. Identify other issues a�ecting your floater. With 
Recon SpreadSense you can measure individual deflector 
flow status and relative flow across the entire boom.

EASY TO INSTALL
The acoustic sensors are easy to install on the back of each 
deflector which doesn’t cause any disruption to product flow.

Benefits

Recon SpreadSense® is the industry’s first blockage monitor 
for floaters. Stand out with the latest technology to ensure 
the most accurate application for your customers. Utilizing 
the same acoustic technology developed for other Recon 
monitoring systems, Recon SpreadSense provides reliable 
real-time blockage detection. 

Recon SpreadSense

CALCULATE ROI AT
INTELLIGENTAG.COM

Our acoustic sensor technology provides reliable, 
real-time flow detection. The acoustic sensors are 
easy to install on the back of each deflector to 
listen for material flow and send sound pulses 
through auditory tubes, similar to a stethoscope. 
The data is collected by an Electronic Control Unit 
(ECU), which displays the information on an iPad® 
in the cab. If there’s a flow problem anywhere in 
the system, you’ll know.

First Of Its Kind

FLOATER
T E C H N O L O G Y
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